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Abstract 
Several classes of quotient maps are characterized in terms of projections on certain convergence 
classes. Various classes of topologies are characterized in terms of quotient types of the identity 
map with respect to certain convergence modifications of topologies. General preservation and 
representation theorems are presented; they recover numerous classical theorems. On the other 
hand, recent results on topological maximality within convergence classes enable one to deduce 
that a map is of some quotient class from the corresponding maximality of the range topology; 
thus classical results on accessibilty and strong accessibility are recovered. 
Keywords: Quotient; Hereditarily quotient; Pseudo-open; Countably bi-quotient; Bi-quotient; 
Almost open; Convergence; Pseudotopology; Paratopology; Pretopology 
Ah4S classijication: 54A20; 54B 15 
0. Introduction 
In 1972 in his quintuple quotient quest (231, E. Michael gathers the results of in- 
vestigations of five classes of quotient maps (quotient, hereditarily quotient, countably 
bi-quotient, bi-quotient and open) that had been conducted by himself and by other 
numerous authors (A.V. Arhangel’skii, S.P. Franklin, S. Hanai, K. Morita, J. Nagata, 
V.I. Ponomarev, F. Siwiec, G. Whyburn, H.H. Wicke, . ..). The central objectives of those 
investigations had been the preservation of various properties of topological spaces by 
quotient maps and the characterization of miscellaneous classes of topologies as images, 
by certain quotient maps, of other fundamental classes of topologies, like metrizable or 
locally compact topologies. Some of these results are recapitulated in Table 1. 
’ This work has been partly supported by Conslglio Nazmnale delle Ricerche durmg the author’s stay at the 
Universities of Milan. Naples and Trento. 
’ E-mail: dolecki@satie.u-bourgogne.fr. 
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Table 1 
Preservation of properties by quotient maps 
quotient bi-quasi-k 
quotient sequential k k quasi-k 
This table 2 is inspired by [23, Table I] of E. Michael. We point out the absence of 
certain columns that were present in the Michael’s table’ and the presence of an extra 
row (corresponding to almost open maps). In every column of Table 1 the properties are 
ranged in the weakening order downwards. 4 Their definitions are listed in Appendix B. 
Traditionally they concern topologies, though many of them have been already extended 
to general convergences; actually, all of them admit natural extensions. 
We show in this paper that many classes of quotient maps can be characterized in 
terms of certain convergence classes. A convergence is an (isotone) relation between 
filters and elements of the same underlying set. Particularly important convergence classes 
are theses of pseudotopologies introduced by G. Choquet in 1947 [5] and the narrower 
class of pretopologies [5] that had been considered already by F. Hausdorff [18] (see 
also E. Tech [4] and W. Sierpifiski (281). The intermediate class of paratopologies is 
introduced in this paper. 
A map between convergence spaces is continuous if it preserves the convergence of 
filters. If [ is a convergence on the domain of a map f, then f[ stands for the finest 
convergence on the range for which f is continuous. A map f from a convergence < to 
a convergence r is convergence-quotient if r is the finest convergence for which f is 
continuous, i.e., if f[ = 7, A map f is pseudotopologically quotient if r is the finest pseu- 
dotopology for which f is continuous, and alike for paratopologically, pretopologically 
and topologically quotient. 
7 Table 2 (Section 4) completes Table I by convergence-theoretic haracterizations of maps and spaces. 
3 Namely, the columns headed by metrbuble lo~nlly cnmprtct and .separuhle metrimble spaces. 
4 The terminology goes back to Arhangel’skii, Michael, Siwiec and others; some choices in the case of con- 
flicting uses were needed and some neologisms were intended to be in the spirit of the existent terminology. 
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In the special case where c and r are topologies, the latter notion is nothing else than 
that of classical quotient map; but also the other notions specialize to certain classical 
concepts. Namely, pretopologically quotient to hereditarily quotient (i.e., pseudo-open) 
(D.C. Kent [ 191); paratopologically quotient to countably bi-quotient; pseudotopologically 
quotient to bi-quotient (D.C. Kent [19]).’ From now on I shall use the above listed 
classical terms in the broader context of convergences. It turns out that the convergence- 
quotient maps between topological spaces are precisely the almost open maps (introduced, 
for topologies, by A.V. Arhangel’skii in [3]).6 
Each class of maps listed in the first column of Table 1 preserves all the properties 
of its row; hence, for a fixed column, it transforms properties from upper rows to the 
property of its own row. Each convergence class IE listed in the row corresponding to 
almost open maps has the property that for every convergence [, there exists Et, the 
coarsest among all the convergences in lE that are finer than <. 
Let J be one of the types of maps listed in the first column (with the exception of open 
maps) and let lE be one of the classes of convergences listed in the almost open row; It 
is shown in this paper that the property in a row J (except for the row corresponding to 
open maps) and in a column IE can be characterized by the fact that the identity 
i.Eote (0.1) 
is a quotient map of the type J. For instance, 8 is countably bisequential (i.e., strongly 
Frechet) if and only if the identity from the first-countable modification of 8 is countably 
bi-quotient. 
As for a given topology 8, in general EO is not a topology, one understands the 
interest of extension, to general convergences, of the concepts of quotient, hereditarily 
quotient, countably bi-quotient, bi-quotient, almost open and open maps, even if one 
studies them only in the context of topologies. Classes of metrizable, paracompact locally 
compact, paracompact M, and M topologies listed in the first row of the table cannot 
be characterized in terms of (0.1). Indeed, an injective map (in particular, the identity i) 
is open if and only if it is almost open. 
Convergence-theoretic approach enables us to establish a general preservation theo- 
rem that recovers the classical theorems corresponding to different quotient maps and 
various classes of topologies. A reconstruction procedure leads to extensions, to general 
convergences, of several quotient characterizations of classes of topologies as images of 
topologies from narrower classes. 
Along with the classical notions of compact covering and sequence covering maps 
I consider first-countable covering and compact-first-countable covering maps [ 121. All 
these covering maps can be characterized as certain quotient maps with respect to some 
associated convergences. A single general theorem (Theorem 6.3) characterizes many 
5 1 am thankful to Professor E. Lowen-Colebunders who pointed out that the convergence-theoretic haracter- 
lzations of pseudo-open and bi-quotient maps that I gave in the preliminary version of this paper had been 
already done in [ 191. 
6 At the beginning I called such maps hyper-yuotrent. I am indebted to Professor A.V. Arhangel’skii for calling 
my attention to [3]. 
classical classes of topologies in terms of relations between covering classes and quotient 
classes. For example, a topology is a k-space if and only if every compact-covering map 
is (topologically) quotient (a classical result of A.V. Arhangel’skii [l]). 
In [ 121 M. Pillot and the present author give a general characterization of topologically 
maximal convergences (that embraces that of topologically maximal pretopologies [7]). 
If a topology is maximal within a class of convergences (pretopologies, paratopologies, 
pseudotopologies), then every continuous map onto it is (respectively, pretopologically, 
paratopologically and pseudotopologically) quotient. The said maximality characteriza- 
tion theorem recovers the classical results on accessibility and strong accessibility of Si- 
wiec and Whyburn; it has also other consequences, for instance, as each Hausdorff Frechet 
pretopology is accessiblity, every continuous map onto it is pseudo-open (i.e., hereditarily 
quotient)-an extension of a result of A.V. Arhangel’skii [I] and S. Franklin [14.15]. 
1. Sup-closed classes of convergences and convergence-theoretic characterizations 
of quotient maps 
By a convergence < on a set X we understand here a relation between X and the set 
of all filters on X. denoted 
such that 3 c G implies lime 3 c lim, G and such that the principal filter (:I;) of n: 
converges to z for every 5 E X. Let 3 be a filter on a convergence space X. The 
adherence of 3 is the union of the limits of all filters that are finer than 3: 
adh3 = U 1imG. 
813 
(1.1) 
The closure of a subset A of X is equal to the adherence of the principal filter of A. A 
subset A of X is E-closed whenever for every filter 3 with A t .F, one has lime 3 c A. 
A set is <-open if its complement is [-closed. 
Let for a given convergence 79, z(6) b e a class of filters. Consider a map ,f from a 
set equipped with a convergence < to a set equipped with a convergence 7 fulfilling 
~3 E J(f[) y E adh, 3 =+ f-(y) fl adht_ .f-(3) # 0. (1.2) 
Four fundamental classes of quotient maps 7 can be characterized by (I .2) with respect 
to appropriate classes of filters. Namely, a continuous map f is: 
- quotient if and only if (1.2) holds for the class 3 of principal filters of f<-closed 
sets (see the definition of f[ and Theorem 1.2 below); 
- hereditarily quotient (or pseudo-open) [l] if and only if (1.2) holds for the class 3 
of principal filters; 
- countublv bi-quotient [29] if and only if (1.2) holds for the class 3 of countably 
based filters; 
’ Original definitions of these classes were formulated in tern~s of lovers 
_ hi-quotient [21] if and only if (1.2) holds for the class 3 of all filters 
As we show later on page 7, open maps cannot be characterized via formula (I .2). 
Formula (I .2) extends, to arbitrary convergence spaces, the definitions of quotient, 
hereditarily quotient, countably bi-quotient and bi-quotient maps. 
Property (I .2) (with F from every considered class) is composable ([23] for the topo- 
logical case) even without the requirement of continuity. Indeed, if 9 is a map from Y 
to Z, the latter equipped with a convergence 0 and if 4 is a filter (respectively count- 
ably based, principal, principal filter of a gf([)-closed set) such that z E adho G, thus 
by the assumption on 9, there exists y E g-(z) n adh, g-(G) where g-(s) is a filter 
(respectively countably based, principal, principal filter of an f<-closed set), hence by 
(1.2), W-M nadh&f)-@i) # 0. 
A convergence is: 
- of,finite depth provided that for each finite collection 3 of filters 
- a pseudotopology [5] whenever for every filter .? 
n IimU C lim_FT: 
Lfcp3 
where 03 stands for the set of ultrafilters that are finer than F’; 
_ a paratopologJ provided that ’ 
(1.3) 
limF= n adh?l, (1.4) 
si3?ifl#3 
where fi is the class of countably based filters; 
- a pretopology [5] if (1.3) holds for every collection 5 of filters; ‘) 
- a topology if .7: E limF implies that 0 E 3 for every open set 0 that contains 2. 
All the above classes of convergences, denoted respectively IF, sj, p,, p and T, are 
stable for arbitrary suprema. Consequently, for every convergence [ there exists the finest 
convergence of finite depth FE, the finest pseudotopology St, the finest paratopology 
I’&, the finest pretopology P< and the finest topology T[ among those coarser than <. 
The maps F, S, P,, P and T are projections, lo i.e., isotone, contractive and idempotent 
maps. It turns out that if J is one of the last four projections, then 
limJc3= n adhc ‘U, (1.5) 
3(<)3Rfl#F 
where, respectively, a(<) is the class of all filters (G), of countably based filters (VU), 
of principal filters ($3) and, of the principal filters of E-closed sets (I). 
‘The grill ‘Fl# of the filter ‘R is the family of all the subsets (of X) that intersect every element of IF1 
(C Choquet [S]). We write F#‘N whenever F and IF1 ?~e.rh, i.e., if F n H # 0 for every F E 3 and each 
II E 7l. 
” See characterizations in terms of the Stone transformation in Section 6. 
“‘Projections are nnalogues of reflections from category theory, but we do not assume the preservation of 
morphismn. In [8,9] the term coilological projection has been used. 
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Consider the following general scheme of definition of convergence classes with the 
aid of adherence. Let 3 assign to every convergence [ (on X) a family J(t) of filters 
(on X). We suppose that 
c < e ===+ J(E) c 3(G) (1.6) 
and define for every convergence [, the following convergence J<: 
lirnJ< F = n adh, ‘H. (1.7) 
.7=#%3(E) 
A convergence [ is called a J-convergence if J< 3 <. We denote by J the class of 
J-convergences. This class is stable for suprema. If moreover 
3(J<) = 3(E), (1.8) 
then J defined in (1.7) is the projection on J. Therefore no class strictly including that 
of pseudotopologies can be represented by a formula of the type (1.7). 
Lemma 1.1. For every convergence < and each G E 3(E), one has 
adhc G = adhJc G. 
Proof. Let x E adhJc 4: there is a filter F#G such that z E limJ< F and thus by (1.7) 
for every 3c in J(t) that meshes F, one has z E adhc ‘7-t; in particular, for 7-1 = 4. 0 
Let (Y, 7) be a convergence space and let f : X t Y be a (surjective) map. We denote 
by f-r the coarsest convergence on X making f into a continuous map. Consequently, 
limf-, F = f- (lim, f(F)). 
For J equal to IF, S, P,, P, T, one has that if 7 E J, then f-7 E J. As a result, the 
corresponding projection J fulfils 
J(f_r) 3 f-(Jr), 
for every convergence 7. 
(1.9) 
We have seen that bi-quotient, countably bi-quotient, hereditarily quotient and quo- 
tient maps are all special cases of J-maps corresponding to certain classes 3 of filters 
(possibly depending on convergences), cf., (1.2). On the other hand, pseudotopologies, 
paratopologies, pretopologies and topologies constitute J-convergences corresponding to 
the classes 3 of filters via (1.4). A surjective map f : X + Y, with < a convergence on 
X and 7 a convergence on Y, for which r > J(f[), is called a J-map. A convergence 
of the form J(f[) is called the J-quotient (of [ by f). Of course, f is a continuous 
J-map if and only if 7 = J(f<). The following theorem establishes a link between these 
facts. 
Theorem 1.2. Let f :X + Y be a surjective map, [ a convergence on X and r a 
convergence on Y. If J is a projection corresponding to a(.) in (1 S), then f is a J-map 
if and only if (1.2) holds. 
Proof. Suppose that r 3 .J(f[) and let 1~ E adh, G for G E z(f<). Hence ‘1/ E adhJ(fo G 
and by Lemma 1.1, y E adhft 4. that is, there exists a filter 3#S such that y E lirnfe 3. 
By definition, there exist 5 E f-(y) and a filter E with 2 E limt E and 3 = f(E). 
Consequently, f(&)#G, hence, E#f-(4) so that n: E f-(y) n adhc f-(G) proving that f 
is a J-map. 
Conversely, let f be a J-map and 2/ E lim, 3, so that r~ E adh, Ifc for each ‘J-t#3 
and in particular for X#3 with ?I! E J(f<). By assumption, there exists 5 E f-(w) n 
adhc ,f- (‘+f), so that there is a filter E such that x E lime E and &#,f-(‘M). The latter 
amounts to ,f(&)#‘M and since y E lirnft ,f(E), one has y E adhsc ‘M. As 3c is an arbitrary 
filter from ,y(f<) meshing 3, we conclude that ?/ E lirnJ(fc) 3. 17 
Theorem I .2 applies in particular to the projections S, PW, P, T and thus extends (to 
general convergences) the theorems of D.C. Kent [19] concerning S and P. 
The classes of almost open maps (I-maps) and of super-quotient maps (F-maps) ” 
cannot be characterized by formulae of the type (1.2), because the projections F and I 
are strictly greater than the pseudotopological projection S. A fortiori the class of open 
maps does not admit any characterization of the type (1.2). 
For the sake of easier comparison let us display the definitions of almost open and 
open maps. A map f from < to r is almost open at y if 
it is ripen at ?/ [ 1 I] if and only if 
V3 yElim,3 * /fief-(y) ElGn:Elim~G, f(S)=3 
If < is a pretopology, then, of course, it is enough to take G = NC (2); if 7 is a pretopology, 
then it is enough to take F = Nr(f(~)). 0 ne observes that a map is open if and only if 
it is almost open “uniformly on its fibers”. 
We have already mentioned that for J < S, J-maps are composable. In fact all the 
considered J-maps, as well as open maps, are composable. Moreover, if 9 o f has one of 
these properties, then so does g. This is easy to check for open maps; in other cases, let 
us suppose that ,f : < --f r and 9 : r + 0 are continuous mappings and g is not a J-map: 
8 < J(9r). Then from r < ,f<, one has 8 < J(gr) < J(9fE). 
2. k-sequences and q-sequences as bases of compactoid filters 
Notions of lc- and strict q-sequences play an important role in quotient quest; in 
particular they are used to define, respectively, topologies of pointwise countable type 
and (strict) q-topologies. Because of the necessity of extending these concepts to general 
’ ’ More explicitly. f is su~wr-yu otient at y if for every filter 3 with y E lim, 3, there exist z,, 22, . rn E 
f-(y) and filters G1,62, . . . . G,, such that zz E lime 4, and 3 = n,=,, ,,il ,f(&). In comparison. f is 
hereditarily quotient (7 = P(fE)) if for each g E hm, 3. one has a collection 6 of filters such that for each 
G E 6, there exists xc t limt 6, f(za) = ?I and 3 = nGEs S(4) 
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convergences, I find it useful to present them in the broader context of compactoid 
filters, although I retain myself here from exhibitin g the whole importance of the notion 
of compactoidness for quotient quest. I2 
Let X be a convergence space and let A c X. A filter F on X is said to be (countably) 
A-compactoid [lo] if for every (countably based) filter 3-1, 
‘+t#.F++adh7_1nA#0. (2.1) 
A filter .F is called (countably) compact [lo] if it is (countably) F-compactoid, for 
every F E 3. Let F. = nFE3 F stand for the kernel of the filter 3. A filter F is 
(countably) kernel-compact whenever it is (countably) F. -compactoid. The above defin- 
tions apply to sets identified with their principal filters. The kernel of each (countably) 
kernel-compact filter is a (countably) compact set. 
Of course, every (countably) kernel-compact filter is (countably) compact. The con- 
verse holds if X is Hausdorff (i.e., if its limits are singletons) or if the considered filter 
admits a base of closed sets. To see that the notions are really different consider the 
topological sum of an infinite set X0 with the coarse topology and of a singleton {oc}. 
The cofinite filter of the supersets of co is compact but not kernel-compact. 
Clearly, each kernel-compact filter is countably kernel-compact. On the other hand, if 
3 is a countably kernel-compact filter, then 3 > N(F.). If X is a topological space and 
3 > N(K) I3 for a (countably) compact set K, then F is (countably) kernel-compact; 
if moreover F. > K, then .? > N(F.) and F. is (countably) compact (compare [22, 
Lemma 2.51). A countable decreasing base of a kernel-compact (respectively countably 
kernel-compact) filter is called a k-sequence (respectively q-sequence) [23]. 
3. Inf-closed classes of convergences defined with the aid of bases, covers and 
foundations 
In this section we consider classes of convergences defined with the aid of bases, 
covers and foundations. They turn out to be inf-closed, i.e., stable for infima. 
Let r be a convergence on Y and let (E be a family of filters. E is said to be a base 
(respectively foundation) for 7 if for every filter .F on Y, 
yE1imr.F --I’ 3E~E&cFandy~lim,E (3.1) 
(respectively y E lim, .F ==+ 3 & E E & C 3). (3.2) 
A family ;I) of subsets of Y is a cover of T, if every r-convergent filter contains an 
element of D [20]. If a foundation consists of principal filters, then it can be identified with 
a cover. If r is a pretopology on Y, then D is a cover of r if and only if UDED int,D = Y. 
A convergence is a sequence convergence if it admits a base composed of sequence 
filters. A convergence is jirst-countable if it admits a base composed of countably based 
‘* This topic is developed in the forthcoming paper [6]. 
I3 Such 3 filter _F is called an ouw mhwrk of K [22] and strict outer network if K is its kernel. 
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filters. A convergence is locally compact if it admits a cover of compact sets; it is locally 
countably compact if it admits a cover of countably compact sets. A convergence is of 
pointwise countable type (respectively strict q) if it has a foundation of countably based 
kernel-compact (respectively countably kernel-compact) filters. I4 
Let C(.) be a map such that for every convergence 7 on a set Y, C(r) is a family of 
filters on Y. A convergence r is &(.)-based (respectively E(.)-founded) if E(r) is a base 
(respectively a foundation) for 7. 
Proposition 3.1. rf< < 0 implies e(Q) c E(E), then the class of&(.)-based (respectively 
C!( .)-founded) convergences is i&closed. 
Proof. Let 27 be a set of E(.)-based (respectively &(.)-founded) convergences on Y and 
let y E limAD FT. Then, there is r E D such that y E lim, 3, hence there exists & E 
E(r) c C(AD) such that (3.1) (respectively (3.2)) holds proving the proposition. 0 
As a result, the class E of C(.)-based (respectively E(.)-founded) convergences has 
the property that for every convergence [ on Y, there exists the coarsest E-convergence 
on Y finer than E. We denote it Et. The map E is a co-projection, l5 i.e., is isotone, 
expansive and idempotent. 
We shall denote by 
First, K, FirstK, FirstK, (3.3) 
indiscriminately, the classes of and the corresponding projections on, respectively, jirst- 
countable convergences, locally compact convergences, convergences of pointwise count- 
able type and q-convergences. I6 
Let C be a collection of filters on Y and let r be a convergence on Y. We denote 
r V C and TIC the following convergences 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Proposition 3.2. If< < 8 implies &(8) c t?(<) and besidesfor every [, e([ V e(l)) = 
C?(f) (respectively CZ([I@Z(<)) = C?(e)), then El = [ V C(t) (respectively <l(Z([)). 
Proof. Let E(.) fulfil the assumptions and let [ be a convergence. Since C?(I) = 
C?Z(< V C?(E)) (respectively = E(<lC(<))), the convergence < V C(E) is @(.)-based by 
(3.4) (respectively <lE([) is @(.)-founded by (3.5)). 
I4 Variants of these properties are represented by first-counrable compucr and first-counfuble countably compuct 
compact convergences that admit foundations of countably based compact (respectively, countably compact) 
filters. These concepts coincide for Hausdorff convergences. 
Is In [8,9] co-projections are called cyrtological projections; they are analogous to co-reflectors, but we do not 
require the preservation of morphisms. 
” Analogous considerations and results hold for the classes Seq of sequence convergences and K, of locally 
countably compact convergences. 
Let [ be an &(.)-based (respectively e(,)-f ounded) convergence finer than r. Thus 
< = < V E(E) > [ V E(r) > 7 V E(T) (respectively < = <lE(<) > [ill-’ 3 riE(r)) 
proving that Er = T V E(r) (respectively = TIE(~)). 0 
All the maps e(.) discussed in this section fulfil the assumptions of Proposition 3.2. 
Let us check one of them. 
Proof. Let K,(T) stand for the set of all countably based countably T-compact filters. 
Let K E K,(r); we need show that K E K,(rlK,(r)). Of course, K is countably 
based. Let H be a countably based filter with ?l#K. Since X V K is countably based 
and meshes K, by assumption, adh,(R V K) t K# and thus for every K E K, there 
exists a filter _F 1 ‘N V K such that lim, F n K # 61. Clearly lim, 3 = lirn,l~,(,) _7=, so 
that adh,lK,(7) ‘?i E Ic# proving that K is countably rlK,(T)-compact. 0 
Proposition 3.3. !f IE is one of the classes (3.3), therl,for every map j’, 
[EIE ===+ f[EEx 
Proof. To see this, it is enough to show that if S: < --t 7 is continuous and & E E(E), 
then f(E) E E(r). In fact, if ~1 t limfc .T, then by definition there exists a filter G and 
a point n: such that y = f(m), n: E limt G and 3 = ,f(G). Since 6 is in E, there is 
& E @Z(J) such that & c G (and in the case of E(.)-based convergences, z E lime E). 
Consequently f(E) c _F (and in the case of @(.)-based convergences, 11 E lirnfc f(E)). 
The above mentioned property holds for all the considered maps E(.). In fact, the 
image of a countably based filter is countably based; the continuous image of a compact 
(respectively countably compact) set is such. Let us check that the continuous image of 
a compact (respectively countably compact) filter is such. 
Let K be a compact (respectively countably compact) filter and let X#f(K) (respec- 
tively X#f(K) and ‘H IS countably based). Then S-(‘H)#K (and respectively, f-(31) is 
countably based). Consequently, adhf-(8) E K’ , so that for every K E K, there is a 
filter F 3 f-(X) such that lim F n K # 0. By continuity, lim f(3) n f(K) # 8 and 
f(.T)#‘H so that adh3-1 f~ f(K) # 0) for each K t K. 0 
As a corollary, each E from (3.3) fultils 
f(a) 3 E(.fE) (3.6) 
4. Interaction of projections and co-projections 
Let J be a projection and E a co-projection in the class of convergences. A convergence 
T- is called a JE-convergence if it solves the inequality 
r 3 JET. (4.1) 
Many classical classes of convergences can be characterized by (4.1) (see Section 
6); actually most of them have been considered so far for topologies. For example, a 
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Table 2 
Convergence-theoretic haracterizations of maps and spaces 
?-co-projection First K FirstK Firstrc, 
almost open first- locally pointwise 
I,F countable compact countable strict-q 
First K FirstK FirstKw 
bi-quotient bi-sequential locally bi-k bi-quasi-k 
S S First compact 
SK S FirstK S FirStKw 
countably strongly strongly k’ countably countably 
bi-quotient FrCchet bi-k bi-quasi-k 
Pl.J P, First P, K I’, FirstK P, FirstKw 
hereditarily FrCchet k’ singly bi-k singly 
quotient bi-quasi-k 
P P First PK P FirStK P FirstKw 
quotient sequential k k quasi-k 
T First TK T FirstK T FirStKw 
convergence is strongly FrCchet if and only if 7 > P, First r; or, a convergence is k’ if 
and only if T 3 PKr. In [9], G.H. Greco and the present author study (4.1) in general l7 
as well as in the particular case of E = Seq. In the present paper (4.1) is considered for 
E equal to First, K, FirstK and FirstKw and for J equal to T, P: P,, S! F and I. 
We consider Table 1 once again, this time adding to the classical names of spaces 
and maps the corresponding definitions in terms of projections, co-projections and their 
interactions (4.1). Because all the bases and foundations used to define the considered 
co-projections are stable for finite infima, we put the projections F and I (the identity) 
in the same row. 
In order not to overburden the presentation, several natural co-projections are not dis- 
cussed in this paper. However, let us make an exception mentioning briefly the inf-closed 
class Seq of sequence-convergences. If we added the column Seq to Table 2, we would 
notice similarity with the column First. In fact, a topology 7 is sequential if and only 
if T Seq7 = 7; a pretopology Y- is FrCchet if and only if PSeq 7 = 7; a paratopol- 
ogy 7 is strongly Frechet if and only if P, Seq 7 = T. However, a pseudotopology fulfils 
SSeq 7 = T if and only if it is a sequence convergence (e.g., [9, Theorem 5.41). The 
following is an obvious but important observation: 
Theorem 4.1. A .J-convergence r is a JE-convergence if and only if the identit) 
i : Er + r is a J-map. 
” In the framework of so-called cyttological equations. The fact that the couple J, E is a Galois connection 
ha? many useful consequences: this aspect is not developed here. 
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Theorem 4.1 shows that the extension of various notions of quotient maps to general 
convergences has been imperative, even if the objects of the study are only topologies. 
Indeed, for a given topology T, in general Firsts, Kr, FirstK r and FirstKw 7 are not 
topologies. 
If we interpret the tirst column as corresponding to general J-maps, then Table 2 
resumes numerous preservation and transformation properties of quotient maps in analogy 
with the Michael’s table. 
Theorem 4.2. Let J be a projection preserving initial convergences (1.9) and let E be 
a co-projection preserving final convergences (3.6). If c is a JE-convergence, then the 
convergence quotient f< is a JE-convergence, hence J(f<), the J-quotient of < by f, 
is a JE-convergence. 
Proof. Let [ be a J&convergence on X and let f : X -+ Y be surjective. We need 
show that r = J(f<) IS a .JE-convergence. Since, one always has f-f ti < 13, we infer 
that 
E > J-Q 3 Jf -.fR 3 f- JEfE, (4.2) 
by (1.9) and (3.6). Apply f to (4.2) and use the fact that ff-8 = 8 to get f< > 
JEf< showing that fc is a JE-convergence. Therefore f[ 3 .JEJ(f<), hence J(f<) 3 
JEJUE). 0 
Theorem 4.2 applied to Table 2 extends, to general convergence& numerous classical 
preservation theorems, for instance, the image preservation parts of [23, Propositions 
2.E.3, 2.F.3, 3.D.3, 3.E.4, 3.F.4, 4.B.3 and 6.E.21. Notice that the preservation of the 
properties in the first row is assured already by super-quotient hence by almost open 
maps, and not only by more restrictive open maps as reported in [23]. 
5. Reconstructions and characterizations of spaces as quotient images 
Representation theorems are the essence of quotient quest. For example, a topology 
is Fre’chet if and only if it is a hereditarily quotient image of a metrizable topology 
(A.V. Arhangei’skii [ 11) or, a topology is strongly Fre’chet if and only if it is a countably 
bi-quotient image of a met&able topology (F. Siwiec [29]). 
Open-mapping representation theorems constitute a particular group. For instance, 
_ a topology is jkt-countable if and only if it is an open image of a metrizable 
topology (VI. Ponomarev [27], S. Hanai [17], E. Michael [22]); 
_ a Hausdolfs topology is locally compact tf and only if it is an ope,en image of a 
paracompact locally compact topology (K. Morita [24]); 
_ a Hausdofl topology is of pointwise countable type if and only if it is an open 
image of a paracompact M-space (H.H. Wicke [32]); 
_ a (completely) regular topology is a strict q-topology cf and only cf it is an open 
image of an M-space (J. Nagata 1261). 
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Theorem 4.1 constitutes a transformation/reconstruction scheme: 
Corollary 5.1. If J < D are projections and E is a co-projection, then each J-image 
qf a DE-convergence is a JE-convergence; a convergence is JE if and only if it is a 
J-image of an E-convergence. 
For example, a convergence is a strongly Frechet paratopology if and only if it is a 
countably bi-quotient image of a first-countable convergence; a pretopology is singly bi-k 
if and only if it is a hereditarily quotient image of a convergence of pointwise-countable 
type. 
For E equal to First, K and FirstK we complete Corollary 5.1 to a general rep- 
resentation theorem, in which every JE-convergence is a J-image of an E-topology 
(not only of an E-convergence) (In this process we need some separation hypotheses.) 
Once established, our representation theorem coupled with the open-mapping represen- 
tation theorems implies that (under some separation assumptions) a JE-convergence is 
a J-image of a metrizable topology (case J = First), of a paracompact locally compact 
topology (case J = K) or of a paracompact M-topology (case J = FirstK). 
We say that a convergence T is J-Hausdorffif Jr is Hausdorff; in particular, r is pre- 
topologically Hausdorff if Pr is Hausdorff, topologically Hausdorff if Tr is Hausdorff, 
and so on. 
Theorem 5.2. Let E be equal to First, K or FirStK. We assume that r is a HausdorfS 
convergence and, in the case of E = K and E = FirStK, T is a topologically Hausdofl 
pseudotopology. Then a convergence r is JE tf and only tf it is a J-quotient of an 
E-topology. 
Proof. Theorem 4.2 establishes one implication. Conversely if 7 is a JE-convergence, 
by Corollary 5.1, T is a J-image of ET, which is an E-convergence. Moreover the 
separation conditions are a fortiori satisfied by ET. 
In the case of E = First, consider the topological sum of the copies XG of the 
underlying set X (of 7) indexed by all the first-countable convergent filters G, so that 
G /\ lim, 4 is the neighbourhood filter of lim, G in XB while the other elements of 
XG are isolated. The constructed space is a first-countable (in the Hausdorff case even 
metrizable) topology and the natural map on ET is almost open. 
In the case of E = K, we consider the topological sum of all the T-compact subsets 
of X. Since the restriction r( K of a pseudotopology r to a r-compact set K is a compact 
pseudotopology and since in our case the corresponding topology is Hausdorff, T(K is a 
topology. Accordingly, the constructed topological sum is a locally compact (Hausdorff) 
topology and the corresponding natural map onto KT is almost open. 
Finally in the case of E = FirstK, we consider the topological sum of r(K), as con- 
structed in Lemma 5.3, where K ranges over the r-compact countably based filters. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let r be a topologically Hausdofl pseudotopok~gy und let K be a 7. 
compact family. Then the corlvergence r(K) dejined by 
lim 7(K) 3 = 
( 
lim, 3, $3x>, 
14, ly 3 = (x), 
0, otherwise, 
is a topology. Moreove,: K is r(K)-compact and openly based. 
(5.1) 
Proof. Let US show first that T(K) is a pretopology, i.e., that (I .3) holds for arbitrary 3. 
Let II: = lim,(x) 3 for each 3 E 3. Let 
K. = n K. 
KEK 
If z $! K., then 3 = (z) for each 3 t 3 so that 
~1: = lim,(K) n F; 
FE?= 
if not, then 3 > Ic, hence 
n 3’>K: 
FE8 
and z = lim, 3; the latter implies that 
As for every ultrafilter L4 of K, lim, U = limr-,ZJ (indeed, by compactness, 8 # 
lim, U c limT, ZA and the latter is a singleton), for each ultrafilter U > &..E3 3, the 
limits lim,U and limT,U coincide, so that 
n: = lim, n 3 = lirn,(K) n 3 
FEZ 3ES 
by the pseudotopologicity of 7. Consequently T(K) is a pretopology. 
To complete the proof, we need show that the closure is idempotent. Let rc E cI:(,~A. 
If 3: $ K., then x E A; otherwise, there exists an ultrafilter U > K such that J: = lim, U 
and UC) = cl,cK-A E U. It follows that for each 71. E Uo, there is an ultrafilter W(U) 
convergent to 7~ in ‘(Kc) and such that A E W(u). Therefore W(U) = (u) if 91. 6 K. or 
W(U) > K. We show that the ultratilter 
W(U) = u n w(~~,) 
UEU 7LGJnu,) 
converges to .?: in r(K). If K. $4 U, then U = W(U); otherwise 
n ~(4 1 6 
uEUlrnK. 
so that in any case, W(U) > K. Accordingly, the ultrafilter W(U) converges in r(K) to 
a point z. If z # z, then there are disjoint r-open sets 0 and P such that 0 E U and 
P E W(U), what is impossible because 0 E W(U). 
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By the definition of r(K), for every z E K., one has N,,Q(z) > K, that is, 
A&(K~(K.) > K; on the other hand, by the compactness of K, K > N,(Q(K.). q 
6. Maximality and covering maps 
Let J c m be two sup-closed classes of convergences. A D-convergence r on X is 
J-maximal at ~0 in IID if for every D-convergence [ 3 r such that J< = JT, one has 
for each filter F. 
In [7] topologically maximal pretopologies (i.e., T-maximal pretopologies in p) were 
characterized. In [ 121 a general characterization of maximality is provided for J and ED be- 
ing one of the following classes: pseudotopologies, paratopologies, pretopologies, topolo- 
gies. In particular, it turns out that a topology is pretopologically maximal if and only if 
it is accessibility (the notion due to G.T. Whyburn [3 11); a topology is paratopologically 
maximal if and only if it is strong accessibilit) (the notion due to F. Siwiec [29]); see 
Appendix B for definitions. 
The relevance of maximality to quotient quest is summerized in 
Theorem 6.1 [ 12, Theorem 6.21. A J-convergence T is J-maximal in ID if and only if 
,for every convergence <, each J-map from [ to r is a D-map. 
In particular, a topology is accessibility if and only if each quotient map onto it is 
hereditarily quotient [3 I]; a topology is strong accessibility if and only if every quotient 
map onto it is countably bi-quotient 129, Theorem 4.31. 
In [29] F. Siwiec has introduced the notion of sequence-covering maps and proved that 
a topology r is sequential (respectively Frechet, strongly Frechet) if and only if every 
sequence-covering map on 7 from another topology is quotient (respectively hereditarily 
quotient, countably bi-quotient). A continuous map is sequence-covering if for every y 
and each sequence (yn) convergent to y, there exist z and a sequence (5,) convergent 
to z such that yn = f(z,) and y = f(x). In [12] M. Pillot and the present author show 
that the Siwiec theorems follow from a general scheme and prove analogous theorems 
forjrst-countable-covering maps, i.e., such maps f that for every countable based filter 
G convergent to y, there exist a countably based filter F with f(F) = G and 11 E 
,f (lim 3). 
Recall that a continuous map f is compact-covering if for every compact set K, there 
exists a compact set H such that f(H) = K [13]. We say that a continuous map f 
is compact-jirst-countable-covering if for every countably based compact filter K, there 
exists a countably based compact filter ‘fl, such that f(%!) = K. 
If we adjoin to convergent sequences and countably based filters their limits, then all 
the four notions associate with certain classes of compact filters in the range, filters in the 
domain from the same classes. All the covering maps on TO topologies are necessarily 
surjective. Continuity is traditionally included in the definition, but it is more natural to 
discuss these notions without assumption ?f continuity. 
Let E be a co-projection and V a projection in the class of convergences. A mapping 
f : E + T is said to be a E-relatively V-map whenever 
Er 3 Vf(E8, (6.1) 
that is, whenever f is a V-map from Et to Er. 
In particular, f is sequence-covering whenever Seqr 3 f(Seq<), first-countable- 
covering if First 7 3 f(First 7) (here V is the identity; in other words, the coverings are 
unconditioned); if f is compact-covering, then K-r 3 Sf(K[) and, if it is compact-first- 
countable-covering, then FirstK 7 3 Sf(FirstK [) both under the provision of continuity 
and of the Hausdorffness of 7. In other words, we have to do with pseudotopologically 
conditioned coverings. Indeed, 
Proposition 6.2. Let f : X + Y be surjective and let < be a convergence on X and r 
a Hausdolfs convergence on Y. If f is compact-covering, then Kr 3 Sf (Kc). If f is 
compact-jirst-countable-covering, then FirstK r 3 Sf (FirstK 0. 
Proof, Let y E IimK, 3 (respectively y E limr,I.st,~ T 3) and let U be an ultrafilter of 
F. Let K be a principal (respectively countably based) r-compact filter included in FT. 
By assumption, there exists a principal (respectively countably based) <-compact filter 
X with K = f(R). Let W be an ultrafilter of f-(U) V’h!. By the compactness of ‘%, the 
ultrafilter W converges to a point z in [ and since ‘7t c W, it converges to z also in K< 
(respectively FirstK E), thus by continuity, f(W) converges to f(x) in Kr (respectively 
FirstK 7). As f is surjective, f(W) = Z4, hence by unicity of limits, f(z) = y, that 
is, y E: limf(i7c) 24 (respectively y t limf(pirstK ~1 U). This proves that y E limsf(Ko F 
(respectively y E limSf(rirstK ~1 F). 0 
Theorem 6.3. Let J < V be projections and E a co-projection. A convergence r is a 
JE-convergence if and only if every (continuous) E-relatively V-map onto r is a J-map. 
Proof. Let r 3 JET and (6.1); hence 7 > JVf(E<) = Jf(E<) 3 J(f<), because 
J < V. 
Vice versa, if JET > 7, then the identity i, : ET + 7 is a continuous E-relatively 
I-map which is not a J-map. 0 
Theorem 6.3 generalizes convergence (nontopological) parts of [ 12, Theorems 5.2 and 
5.31. As for the topological parts, the cited theorems use topological sums of classical 
types. That construction is extended by Lemma 5.3 and makes it possible to consider 
E = FirstK. 
Theorem 6.4. Let E be Seq, First, K or FirstK and let J be a projection such that 
T 6 J < S. Let r be a Hausdoflppseudotopology, Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) T = JET; 
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(ii) eveq continuous E-relatively J-map onto T is a J-map; 
(iii) every continuous E-relatively I-map from a topology onto r is a J-map. 
Proof. (i) =+ (ii) follows from Theorem 6.3 and (ii) + (iii) is obvious by Proposition 
6.2. To prove (iii) + (i) let T be a Hausdorff pseudotopology on a set X and suppose 
that JET > 7. Then the identity i : ET + T is obviously a continuous E-relatively 
I-map, but not a J-map. The same is true about i : SET + T-. We consider the following 
classes of compact filters: in the case E = Seq, convergent sequences with their limits, 
in the case E = First, convergent countably based filters with their limits, in the case of 
E = K, compact sets (principal filters) and in the case of E = FirstK, compact countably 
based filters. By construction, such filters are the same for T and for ET, hence also for 
SET. For every filter from the class corresponding to the considered E, construct the 
topology as in Lemma 5.3, take the sum 0 of all such topologies and consider the natural 
map g : CT --t T. It is obviously a continuous E-relatively I-map. Consequently i o g is a 
continuous E-relatively I-map, but not a J-map, because i is not a J-map. 0 
Appendix A. Stone characterizations of pseudotopologies, paratopologies and 
pretopologies 
Classes of pseudotopologies, paratopologies and pretopologies (but not that of topolo- 
gies) can be characterized by properties of the sets of filters convergent to individual 
points (taken one by one). Every pseudotopology in determined by the convergence of 
its ultrafilters. Conversely, every collection 
{B(z): n: E X} (A.11 
of families of ultrafilters on X such that the principal filter of x belongs to %3(x) for 
each x defines a pseudotopology. 
Proposition A.1. A pseudotopology given by (A. 1) is a pretopology if and only if each 
%3(x) is Stone-closed. 
Proof. Indeed, if for some x, the set 93(x) is not Stone-closed, then N(Z) = n,,,,,, U 
does not converge to Z, because the ultrafilter W t clg B(x) \ B(x) does not converge 
to z but W 3 N(x); consequently we do not have a pretopology. Vice versa, if 93(x) is 
Stone-closed for each Z, then every ultrafilter of N( x converges to x, thus the considered ) 
pseudotopology is a pretopology. 0 
Proposition A.2. A pseudotopology given by (A. 1) is a paratopology if and only if each 
B(x) is closed for the topology for which an open base is given by Stone-G& sets. 
Proof. Suppose that we have a paratopology and U ,$ 93(x). Then by definition, there 
is a decreasing sequence (H,) of subsets of X such that W E flHn for each n and 
.?: $ adh(H,). By pseudotopologicity, x $ lim W for every ultrafilter W of (H,), i.e., 
for W E U, ,!3’HT1. The Stone-GA set n,, OH,, countains U and is disjoint from B(z). 
Let U have the property that for every decreasin g sequence (Hn) of subsets of X for 
which U E n,, OH, the point :r: t adh(H,,), that is there is an ultrafilter 
ZA E f-jb9H,, n B(x). 
thus U is in the Gh(P)- c osure of 13(z). If this set is Gb(P)-closed, :I: E lim U and if this 1 
holds for each z, we have a paratopology. 0 
Appendix B. Glossary 
O-convergence A convergence Y- is a N if 07 3 T. 
O-map A map f from <, to Y- is a - whenever 7 3 q (f<). 
O-relatively H-map A map f’ from < to 7 is N whenever 07 3 Wf(o<). 
accessibility A convergence is an - space at :c if for each set H such that :C E cl(H \ 
{CC}), there exists a closed set F with :I: E cl(F \ {:I;}) and n: $ cl(F \ H \ {.7;}) [Xl]. 
almost open (I-map) (topological case [3]) A map onto 7- is +- if 7 is the finest conver- 
gence that makes it continuous. 
base A family 5 of filters is a - for a convergence if z E lim S implies the existence 
of3EEsuchthatzElim3and3CG. 
bi-k (S FirstK 7 < 7) A convergence space is -., if for every filter 3; n: E adh 3 implies 
the existence of a countably based kernel-compact filter 31 that meshes 3. 
bi-quasi-k (SFirstKw 7 < 7) A convergence space is N if for every filter 3, z E adh 3 
implies the existence of a countably based countably kernel-compact filter ‘U that 3c 
meshes 3. 
bi-quotient (S-map) A map .I’ is - if for every filter 3 such that 1~ E adh3, one has 
,f-(y) n adhf-(3) # (il (equivalently, if for every cover P of ,f-(y), there exists a 
finite subfamily R c P such that UHER f(R) is a cover of y) 116,211. 
bi-sequential (S First 7 < 7) A convergence space is N if for every ultrafilter U7 :I: t 
IimU implies the existence of a countably based filter N c IA with z E IimZ. 
compact (filter) A filter 3 is - if for each ultrafilter U of 3, IimU n F # 0 for each 
F E 3 [IO]. 
countably bi-k (P, FirstK 7 < 7) A convergence space is N if for every countably 
based filter 3, z E adh3 implies the existence of a countably based kernel-compact 
filter 31 that meshes 3 and z t adh(3 V X). 
countably bi-quasi-k (P, FirstKU 7 < 7) A convergence space is -+ if for every count- 
ably based filter 3, z E adh3 implies the existence of a countably based countably 
kernel-compact filter Yl that meshes 3 and ~1: E adh(3 V Ifl). 
countably bi-quotient (P&-map) A map f is - if for every countably based filter 3 such 
that y t adh3, one has J’-(y) n adh ,f-(3) # 8 ( e q uivalently if for every countable 
cover P of f-(y), there exists a finite subfamily R C P such that lJIZER f(R) is a 
cover of y) [29,30]. 
countably bi-sequential (see strongly Fre’chet). 
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countably compact (filter) A filter ?= is N if for every countably based filter 3c that 
meshes .?, adh ‘H meshes _7= [ 101. 
cover A family it of sets is a N for a convergence if each convergent filter contains one 
of its elements. 
first-countable (First T < r) A convergence is N if 3: E 1imF implies the existence of 
countably based filter ‘7-t c .F with CC E lim3C. 
foundation A family of filters 3 is a N for a convergence if for each convergent filter G, 
there is Jr= E 3 with 3 C G. 
Frechet (PFirst~ 6 7, P Seq r < T) A convergence is N if z E cl A implies the 
existence of (x%) on A convergent to 5. 
hereditarily quotient (P-map, see also pseudo-open) A map f is N if for each set F 
with y E cl F, one has f-(y) I? elf-(F) # v) (equivalently, if {Q} is a cover of 
f-(y), then {f(Q)} is a cover of y). 
k (TKT < T) A convergence is N if a set is closed provided its intersection with each 
compact set is closed. 
Ic’ (PKr 6 T) A convergence is N if 2 E cl A implies the existence of a compact set K 
such that 3: E cl(K f’ A) [2]. 
k-sequence [22] A (countable) base of a countably based kernel-compact filter. 
kernel (of a filter) The intersection of its elements. 
kernel-compact (filter) A filter 3 is - if for each ultrafilter U of 3,limU intersects 
the kernel of 3. 
locally compact (KT < T) A convergence is N if each convergent filter contains a 
compact set. 
M A space is N if it is a preimage of a metrizable space by a quasi-perfect map 
(continuous, preserving closed sets, with countably compact fibres) [25]. 
mesh Families A and I? of sets - (A#B) if for every A E A and B E 13, one has 
AnBf0. 
paracompact M (a characterization) a perfect preimage of a metrizable space (i.e., by 
a continuous, closed-preserving, with compact fibres) [25]. 
pointwise countable type (FirstK T < T) A convergence is of - if each convergent 
filter includes a k-sequence (i.e., countably based kernel-compact filter) [2]. 
pseudo-open [l] (see hereditarily quotient). 
q-sequence A (countable) base of a countably based countably kernel-compact filter. 
quasi-k (TK,r < T) A convergence is N if a set is closed provided its intersection 
with each countably compact set is closed. 
quotient (T-map) A map onto T is N if T is the finest topology that makes it continuous. 
sequential (T First T < T, T Seq T < T) A convergence is N if each sequentially closed 
set is closed. 
singly bi-k (PFirst~ 7 6 T) A convergence is N if whenever z E cl F, there exists a 
countably based kernel-compact filter 3c with z E adh(7-L V F) [23]. 
singly bi-quasi-k (PFirst~~ T < T) A convergence is N if whenever z E cl F, there 
exists a countably based countably kernel-compact filter 3-1 with 5 E adh(‘H V F) [23]. 
strict q (FirstK,_ 7 < T) A convergence is - if every convergent filter includes a count- 
ably based countably kernel-compact filter 1231. 
strong accessibility A convergence is a - space at :I: if for each countably based filter ?I! 
such that 3: E adh(lfl V {n:}‘) there exists a closed set F such that z E cl(F \ {z}) 
but CC 6 cl(F \ H \ {z}) for each H E ‘fl [29]. 
strongly FrCchet (Pw First 7 < 7, P, Seq 7 < 7-T) A convergence is N if for each count- 
ably based filter F‘, 3: E adhF implies the existence of a sequence filter E > .7= with 
3: E lim E. 
strongly k’ (Pw.IT7 6 7) A convergence is N if for every countably based filter 31, z E 
adh ?t implies the existence of a compact set K such that 5 t adh(R V K) [29]. 
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